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Comments:
The black and white drawing is not as accurate as the picture of the crop circle where it is
missing one notch and shows dates that can be 6 or more days different from the color
photo of the crop circle. Thus for this reason we choose to use the original color picture
of the crop circle.
Clue 1 From Zetatalk: http://www.zetatalk.com/index/zeta461.htm A spectacular new crop
picture appeared at Secklendorf, Germany on June 23, 2008
The Secklendorf crop circle has merged many elements of the coming pole shift. We
have warned that the pole shift will occur toward the end of a magnetic trimester, and
the trimesters are clearly central to this design. The notched circles are indicative of
trauma points, with major trauma at the end of one trimester. Minor trauma is
experienced during the pole shift year during the other trimesters. What of the orbs in
the outer circle? These seem to be planets, of equal size in many instances, but what
does the placement mean? Earth, Venus, and the Dark Twin are of equal size. Earth
and Venus are allowed to be crowded together, caught in the cup, the eddy flow in
front of Planet X, as they are in separate orbits and this puts distance between them.
The third planet of equal size, the Dark Twin, is behind the Earth in their shared orbit
as the Repulsion Force keeps them apart. But what of the odd cluster on the
opposite side of the circle - planets of unequal size. Going into the pole shift,
approaching the end of the magnetic trimester when the pole shift will occur, there
will be clashes between the planets, including clashes with Planet X itself. As Planet
X approaches the Earth, the cup of the eddy flow tightens, forcing Earth and Venus
toward Planet X, the larger orb, as it does so. The Dark Twin falls outside of the cup
at this point, thus becoming a minor element during the last weeks.
Clue 2 From Zetatalk: http://www.zetatalk.com/ning\29ma2010.htm
June 23, 2008 This crop circle is a simplistic reminder of the magnetic trimesters, where
Secklendorf was complex. Secklendorf included major Earth change notches, and the
positions of those planets caught in the cup - Venus, Earth, and the Dark Twin. There is
endless speculation among those hungry for a timeline clue, as to how the present and
past line up, so a timeline to the future can be grasped. But since the planets and
notches do not come with labels, this has proved to be an elusive conclusion. By the
time Secklendorf is understood with certainty, mankind will be well on its way to being in
the 8 of 10 scale point, and the issue will be moot.

What does All this mean?
From clue 1: Minor trauma is experienced during the pole shift year during the other
trimesters. This seams to indicate the time line that is talked about is one year only and
that is the year of the Pole Shift.
From clue 2: There is endless speculation among those hungry for a timeline clue, ---- By
the time Secklendorf is understood with certainty, mankind will be well on its way to being
in the 8 of 10 scale point,… I agree with all of the Zeta’s comments and especially that
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there will be lots of speculation as to what this crop circle means until possibly after it all
happens.
The following is a current analysis or understanding based on 18 April 2017 as the most
probable Pole Shift date.
This crop circle has three circular rings around the center triangle that point to what is
assumed to be the trimesters. The Zeta clues confirm this. The outer and inter circle
seem to be related to each other. This is because of the half circles at each trimester on
the inner circle that indicates this ring applies to the outer ring or circular planets. The
middle ring indicates dates either before or after the PS found at the end of one of the
Trimesters. April was found as the trimester most likely trimester for the Pole Shift. This
is from in an earlier analysis report due to matching the direction of the incoming path of
PX approach see “-The_Current_Most_Likely_Dates_for_a_Pole_Shift_2016.PDF”
Now the question is: Is increasing time for the middle and inner circle clockwise or
counterclockwise? On one side of the outer circle, there are 3 small circles representing
planetary alignments. PX would need to move in a counter clockwise direction on the
side of this outer circle where Earth and Venus pushed close together and the dark twin a
distance away. Planet X is not shown but is implied to be pushing Venus and Earth
close to each other after passing the dark twin. All three circles on this side are the same
size this would imply a view point of the not shown PX as being between earth’s twin and
closer to Venus so all 3 look nearly the same size.
As we continue to the other side in a counter clockwise direction we see the same
configuration of 3 planets starting with earth’s twin and then a shorter distance to VenusEarth that are still close together. The biggest planet we take to represent PX. Thus on
this side PX has moved to after pole shift time with Venus and Earth close behind. So we
conclude this timing diagram will work from before to after the pole shift.
Note that the Earth’s dark twin is now shown as not as far away on this side compared to
the opposite side of this outer circle, thus having come closer to earth. Just as the Zeta’s
have said it would get closer to earth at Pole Shift time. The dark twin is shown as
smaller than Venus-Earth from the view point of PX at the later time frame of having past
Earth.
Thus, this outer ring makes sense if PX moves in counter clockwise direction for
increasing dates or time. Thus with increasing time in a counter clockwise direction we
can lay the image of the crop circle over a yearly planetary counter clockwise clock. See
figure 1.
At this point we jump to the inner most circle with the small half planetary indicating
circles at the tip of each trimester. The notches on this inner circle seem to have
something to do with outer most circle. This inner circle is then taken as the start of a
timeline of trauma point notches. Moving counter clockwise we jump to the middle or
timing circle where at the end of one of the trimesters we find a Pole Shift. If this is taken
as the 20 April trimester end then we get the following dates as shown in figure 1.
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Secklendorf 23 Jun 2008 Crop Circle and Trauma Dates After the Pole Shift
Figure 1

The following 3 notches or trauma point occur before the pole shift.
1. Starts near 7-9 February 2017 and lasts about 9 days.
2. Starts near 2-3 March 2017 and lasts for about 10 days.
3. Starts near 28-29 March 2017 and last for about 6 days.
To this point in time for the above 3 notches or trauma points noted above one can
expect some of the following possibilities to happen; A ET gradient created severe
earth wobble as warning to prepare for what is coming; or New Madrid related earth
changes; or ET disclosure activity (might include signs in the sky); or an earth wobble
due to earth slowing; or server meteors shower from the tail or obit of planet-X; or
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extensive disruption of radio-cell-phone communication from emp bursts; or sudden
increased widespread sickness (maybe due to increased magnetic dispersion); or
More earth changes; or something new not expected.
4. Starts near 8-9 April 2017 with earth changes lasting about 10-11 days, ending in
the Pole Shift near 18 April 2017. See –“PS_CountDown_Checklist_Worksheet_Template_2016.pdf” for more details.
5. Starts near 3-4 Jun 2017 lasting about 5-6 days.
6. Starts near 4-5 Sep 2017 for 2 days.
7. Starts near 16-18 Sep 2017 for 3 days.
The last 3 notches or trauma points have the following possibilities: Follow up earth
changes; or possibly the hybrid’s or ET make a move to make themselves more known;
or sudden increase in predicted after PS die off of humans; or further human awareness
increase or human ascension; or something else we are not currently expecting.
The good news: There are no more trauma notches after Sep 2017. So in the final
analysis we see the possibility of 3 trauma dates up to 5 months after the pole shift.
Note that these dates are estimated from the Arial picture and could be off by as much as
several days.
It is possible to travel around the timing circle in a clockwise direction. This is possible but
not likely to have been intended. Thus, the following is presented for completeness.
Some may resonate with some of the dates as a possibility. Thus the following is
presented.
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Possible dates to watch are:
1. Near 6-7 November 2016 for about 6 days. The presidential election on 8 Nov may
qualify to some as a trauma notch.
2. Near 21-22 November 2016 lasting 2 days. As far as one can tell no major trauma
occurred during this time.
3. Near 16-18 February 2017 for about 5-6 days. This time frame has not come up
yet at the writing of this report.
4. Near 10-14 April 2017 start of Pole Shift trauma lasting about 10-11 days. Note
that this notch goes past 20 April 2017 the end of the trimester, which it should not
do if this were the proper way of reading this crop circle.
5. Near 28-30 April 2017 for about 6 days.
6. Near 16-18 May 2017 for about 10 days.
7. Near 9-11 Jun 2017 for about 6 days.
Note that the above dates did not fall all within the year of the pole shift as noted by
the Zeta’s that it should. This is another indication that this is not the proper way to
analyze this crop circle. Time will tell.
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